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Abstract
The spatial-intensity profile of light reflected during the interaction of an intense laser pulse with a microstructured
target is investigated experimentally and the potential to apply this as a diagnostic of the interaction physics is explored
numerically. Diffraction and speckle patterns are measured in the specularly reflected light in the cases of targets with
regular groove and needle-like structures, respectively, highlighting the potential to use this as a diagnostic of the evolving
plasma surface. It is shown, via ray-tracing and numerical modelling, that for a laser focal spot diameter smaller than
the periodicity of the target structure, the reflected light patterns can potentially be used to diagnose the degree of plasma
expansion, and by extension the local plasma temperature, at the focus of the intense laser light. The reflected patterns
could also be used to diagnose the size of the laser focal spot during a high-intensity interaction when using a regular
structure with known spacing.
Keywords: high power laser; laser–solid interactions; plasma temperature diagnosis

1. Introduction

Diagnosing the temperature of the dense plasma heated
by the intense laser light is more difficult and often
involves measuring the ratio of intensities of discrete Xray emission lines[19] . This approach involves a spatially
averaged measurement over the region of the target defined
by the collection angle of the X-ray spectrometer. It
remains difficult to diagnose the temperature of the plasma
specifically within the spatially localized region of the laser
focus, near the critical density (n c ), and at a time limited to
the laser pulse interaction time. We note here that the critical
density surface is the density contour at which the plasma
becomes opaque to the laser light and at which significant
energy coupling to fast electrons occurs, via mechanisms
such as resonance absorption[20] , vacuum heating[21] and
J × B heating[22] . The critical density is given by n c =
ω2L γ m e 0 /e2 , where ω L is the laser angular frequency, m e
is the rest mass of the electron, 0 is the permittivity
of free
p
space, −e is the electron charge and γ = 1/ 1 − (v/c)2 ,
where v is the quiver velocity of electrons in the laser field.
In addition to difficulties in diagnosing the properties of
dense plasma within the spatially localized region of the

The interaction of high-intensity laser pulses with solid
targets results in the production of compact high energy
ion sources[1–3] , as well as X-ray[4] , THz[5] , EMP[6, 7] and
high harmonic generation[8, 9] . These novel sources are
being applied for probing transient laser–plasma interaction
physics on picosecond timescales[10] , micron-scale resolution radiographic density diagnosis[11] and the isochoric
heating of matter[12] . In addition, a wide range of potential
societal applications, including medical oncology[13] and
fast-ignition inertial confinement fusion[14, 15] , have been
proposed, all of which motivate investigation of the fundamental physics of intense laser–solid interactions.
The temperature of beams of electrons, ions or photons
generated in intense laser–solid interactions is typically diagnosed by spectral measurements using spectrometers[16] ,
stacked dosimetry film[17] or nuclear activation[18] .
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laser focus at high intensities, there are also challenges in
characterizing the on-shot laser focal spot size. This is
particularly true in the case of tight focusing geometries,
for which the highest laser intensities are achieved, due
to divergence of the beam after focus. The focal spot is
typically characterized at low powers before and after a
high power laser shot. However, thermal-induced lensing or
aberrations in the laser amplifying crystals, or self-focusing
in preformed plasma at the front of the target can change
the focal spot size on a full power laser shot. An ability to
confirm the laser focal spot size at high intensity would provide additional confidence in calculated on-shot intensities.
This is particularly important when physical processes which
scale nonlinearly with intensity occur. For example, ultrathin
foils undergoing relativistic self-induced transparency have
been found to be highly sensitive to the laser intensity and
focal spot distribution[23, 24] .
In this article, we measure the spatial-intensity profile of
light reflected during the interaction of intense laser pulses
with microstructured targets (which are being investigated as
a route to increase laser energy absorption[25, 26] ). Patterns
in both the reflected laser light at the fundamental harmonic
and second harmonic light generated at the critical density
surface[27] are characterized experimentally. We explore the
possibility to use these patterns to diagnose the temperature
of the plasma, localized spatially to the region of the focal
spot and temporally to the peak of the interaction. Through
the use of ray-tracing and numerical modelling, we explore
how the spatial-intensity profile evolves as the microstructures change due to plasma expansion and relate that to the
plasma temperature within the high-intensity region of the
focused laser light. The influence of the size of the laser
focus relative to the target structures on the reflected light
patterns is also investigated, highlighting the potential to use
this approach to diagnose the laser focus on high-intensity
laser shots.

2. Experiment
The Vulcan laser at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
UK, was used in this study. The light was p-polarized
at a central wavelength of 1053 nm. The pulses, with
duration equal to (0.9 ± 0.1) ps (full width at half maximum,
FWHM), were focused by an f /3 off-axis parabolic mirror
and reflected from two consecutive plasma mirrors in order
to produce a very high temporal intensity contrast[28, 29] .
An overview of the experimental arrangement is shown in
Figures 1(a) and 1(b). This configuration resulted in laser
pulses with energy (160 ± 30) J incident onto the target at an
angle of 20◦ to the target normal, focused to a spot diameter
of ∼7 µm FWHM (as measured at low power). The resulting
laser intensity is calculated to be (5 ± 0.5) × 1019 W · cm−2 .
Silicon foil targets with four distinct surface profiles, as
illustrated in Figure 1(c), were used in the investigation:
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Figure 1. (a) Plan view of the experiment arrangement inside the vacuum
chamber. The incoming laser beam is shown in red and light reflected out
of chamber to the CCDs is shown in blue. (b) Schematic showing the path
of the incoming laser beam (solid red line), from the double plasma mirror
onto target and finally onto the scatter screen. The imaging line is shown
by the dashed red line. (c) Schematic illustrating the four types of targets
employed; from left to right: flat foil, grooves, pillars and needles.

(1) a flat planar surface; (2) etched parallel linear grooves;
(3) a uniform grid of vertical pillars; and, (4) a uniform
grid of needles or cone-shaped columns. All targets were
comprised of 25 µm-thick silicon wafers. The structured
targets consisted of a 10 µm-thick base, with a 15 µm-high
structure. The groove structures had a width of 2 µm, with
5 µm centre-to-centre spacing. The pillar structures had
a diameter of 3 µm, arranged in a grid layout, again with
5 µm centre-to-centre spacing, and the needle structures had
a similar grid layout but with a base diameter of 5 µm and
5 µm centre-to-centre spacing (the base of each needle in
contact with adjacent needles). The targets were produced
at the Detector and Target Laboratory, at the Technical
University of Darmstadt, using repetitive femtosecond laser
pulse irradiation in a sulphur hexafluoride environment[30] .
The fabrication method is described in Ref. [31].
CCD cameras mounted outside the target chamber were
used to image the light reflected onto a ground-glass scatter
screen, which had dimensions of 45 cm × 45 cm, positioned
50 cm from the target. The reflected light at the fundamental
frequency (ω L ) and second harmonic light (2ω L ) produced
at the critical density surface in the most intense region
of the focal spot were both measured. This was achieved
by using two CCD cameras with separate band-pass filters,
with transmission centred at the two chosen wavelengths,
respectively.
The patterns measured in the reflected ω L and generated
2ω L light are shown in Figure 2. A circular disc of light
is imaged at both wavelengths for the planar (unstructured)
foils. In the case of the periodic groove target, the light
forms a structured pattern similar to the diffraction patterns
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Figure 3. Normalized line-outs from the measured (a) ω L and (b) 2ω L
reflected light patterns produced by the groove target. The dashed lines
correspond to the expected positions of light maxima from diffraction
theory.

the critical surface in the intense regions of the plasma, the
presence of the periodic pattern indicates that the plasma
surface retains some degree of the initial target structure
during the interaction with the intense laser light. These
reflected light patterns may thus provide valuable insight into
the evolution of the critical plasma surface in the localized
region of the laser focal spot during the interactions. As
such, the following sections detail numerical modelling of
the laser–solid interaction to explore the critical surface
evolution, along with simplified ray-tracing modelling to
investigate the potential of using the specularly reflected
light as a diagnostic tool.

3. Modelling

Figure 2. Measurements of the spatial-intensity distribution of the laser
light reflected from the plasma critical density surface, at fundamental and
second harmonic frequencies, as captured on a scatter screen, with dashed
red line denoting the expected specular direction. Images (a) and (b)
correspond to the ω L and 2ω L signals for the flat foil target, respectively. (c)
and (d) are the same for the groove target, (e) and (f) are for the pillar target,
and (g) and (h) are obtained with the needle target. The scale presented in
(a) and (b) is the same for all ω L and 2ω L images, respectively.

formed by light reflected from a grating structure. The
spatial frequency of the structures in the 2ω L light is double
that of the ω L , which is consistent with the patterns being
produced by diffraction. In the case of the pillar targets,
the periodic pattern is observed in two dimensions, due to
the periodicity of the structure along the orthogonal axes.
However, in the case of the needle targets a speckle-like
pattern is imaged and arises because the light is reflected by
the sides of the needles and undergoes multiple reflections.
The line-outs shown in Figure 3, for the ω L and 2ω L
light produced by the groove target, confirm the changes
to the periodicity of the pattern expected from diffraction.
As the second harmonic light is predominately produced at

To investigate this potential, first 2D particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations were performed to investigate how the target
critical density surface profile changes with time as it is
irradiated by a high-intensity laser pulse. The Extendible
Particle-in-cell Open Collaboration (EPOCH[32] ) PIC code
was used to model the interaction between a groovestructured target and a laser pulse defined as a Gaussian
beam focused to a spot diameter of 7 µm (FWHM) and with
a Gaussian temporal profile of 500 fs FWHM. The time
t = 0 fs is defined as the time at which the peak of the pulse
reaches the target surface. The peak intensity of the laser
pulse was 5 × 1019 W · cm−2 .
The simulations were run with a 40 µm ×28.8 µm simulation box with a mesh resolution of 2 nm × 2 nm, for a
total simulation time equal to 1.2 ps. The plasma comprised
of Si12+ ions, with the electron and ion densities selected
to ensure overall neutrality. The initial electron temperature
was set at 30 keV and was varied between 30 keV and
80 keV for the case with no laser present. The initial electron
density was set to 200n c . The groove target structure was
initialized with the same periodicity and other dimensions as
the targets used in the experiment.
Figure 4(a) shows the initialized cold target electron density from the PIC simulation at t = −500 fs, and Figure 4(b)
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Figure 4. PIC simulation results showing electron density (and thus the
groove expansion) for a laser intensity of 5 × 1019 W · cm−2 , pulse duration
of 500 fs (FWHM) and 7 µm focal spot (FWHM), for (a) t = −500 fs and
(b) t = 0. Overdense plasma is shown in red while underdense plasma is
shown in blue. The green line in (b) shows the critical density trace as used
in the ray-tracing model.

shows the corresponding profile at t = 0 (i.e. the peak
of the laser pulse interaction). It is clear that as the laser
pulse interacts with the target, the increase in temperature
and resulting plasma expansion changes the groove structure.
The gaps between the grooves fill with plasma such that the
effective groove depth decreases with time.
The evolution of the plasma critical density surface due
to thermal expansion was also modelled in the absence of
the laser pulse. A total of 108 particles were distributed
such that they match the geometry of the groove target.
The particles were defined with an initial temperature and a
normal distribution of random momenta calculated using that
temperature, and were then allowed to propagate ballistically
with time. The model traces the outline of the critical
surface as a function of time for a given starting temperature.
Example plots of the critical surface at different time steps
are shown in Figure 5. In order to quantify the extent of the
plasma expansion at any given time, the depth of the groove
structure is determined by calculating the vertical separation
between the highest and lowest points (peaks and troughs) of
the structure.
Next, a simplified ray-tracing model was developed to
investigate how the profile of the reflected light (at a detector
screen) evolves as the plasma expands and the groove depth
decreases. This package, based on scripts available from
the MathWorks File Exchange[33] , is capable of tracing a
large number of light rays as they reflect from a userdefined mirror surface. A surface closely matching that
of the expanded groove profile in the PIC simulations at
the peak of the interaction (t = 0) was created. The
profile is defined as F(y) = A sin[(π /S)y + φ]C , where
A, S and C are parameters that vary the groove depth,
spacing and shape, respectively, and φ is the phase of the
structure. The resultant accumulation of rays reflected
from the defined surface produces a series of maxima (at
a distance corresponding to the experimental scatter screen
distance) that varies depending upon A, S and C.

Figure 5. Contour plot showing the evolution of the target profile (the
plasma critical density surface) as determined from modelling the plasma
thermal expansion.

Figure 6(a) shows a magnified view of the top of the
grooves, illustrating how the local curvature, and thus the
degree of plasma expansion, change the direction of the
reflected light rays. This example is shown for A = 3.7 µm,
S = 5 µm, C = 6 and φ = π , such that the separation
between the maxima (at the scatter screen distance) is similar
to that measured in the experiment. This example follows
the surface profile (green curve) in the simulation results
in Figure 4(b). Keeping the shape parameter constant, the
separation in the maxima varies with groove depth as shown
in Figure 6(b).

4. Diagnosing plasma temperature and focal spot size
The numerical modelling of the thermal expansion, along
with PIC simulations run without the laser pulse present for
a variety of different initial temperatures, was used in order
to obtain an estimate of the groove depth as a function of
plasma temperature after a period of the FWHM of the laser
pulse. The results of this model are plotted in Figure 7(a).
The combination of the functional dependence of the reflected light profile on the groove depth and the relationship
between plasma temperature and groove depth enables the
structure in the spatial-intensity distribution of the reflected
light to be correlated to the plasma temperature, as shown
by the model calculations in Figure 7(b) along with the
corresponding PIC simulation data. The two models are in
good agreement and highlight how the profile of the reflected
laser light may be developed as a diagnostic of the localized
plasma electron temperature.
In addition to this simple ray-tracing approach, the influence of the wave behaviour of the reflected light was also
investigated by utilizing a model based on the Huygens–
Fresnel principle. By assuming each point on the surface
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Figure 6. (a) Magnified view of the top of three groove structures showing
reflected light rays, for light incident vertically downwards. (b) Separation
of light maxima at the distance of the scatter screen as a function of the
groove depth, as determined from the ray-tracing model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Groove depth as a function of electron temperature, as
determined from the numerical thermal expansion model. (b) Plot of results
from numerical modelling, showing expected separation between maxima in
reflected light (at the distance of the scatter screen) as a function of plasma
electron temperature. The red line represents the numerical model and black
dots are data points from the PIC simulations.

emits as a spherical wave with the intensity of each point
defined by a spatial Gaussian distribution (to model an
effective focal spot), it is possible to numerically integrate
the resultant intensity distribution on a plane at a distance
from the surface. This was set at 1 mm to ensure the plane
is at a sufficient distance from the surface and yet limit
the computational requirements. Figure 8(a) illustrates the
behaviour of the intensity distribution for a focal spot size of
2 µm as the groove depth, A, is varied in the same manner as
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the ray-tracing model. The spacing between the maxima is
observed to decrease as the groove depth is increased, tending to the separation expected from simple diffraction theory.
This behaviour is similar to that of the ray-tracing model, but
also shows the expected destructive interference produced as
A varies over one wavelength, resulting in the diffraction
pattern appearing to oscillate with A. Experimentally, this
behaviour may lead to ambiguous results, however, as A
evolves over the course of the interaction with the laser pulse.
When the focal spot diameter is increased to 7 µm, there is
no change in behaviour with A, as shown in Figure 8(b).
This indicates that in order to observe the changes in the
diffraction pattern seen in the ray-tracing model, the focal
spot size must be reduced to the order of the groove spacing
or below.
Although this highlights a limitation in using this approach
to diagnose plasma expansion and thus temperature, the
dependence of the pattern on laser focal spot size, or more
correctly the ratio of the focal spot diameter to the groove
separation, suggests that this approach may be used to
diagnose the size of the focal spot on a full power laser shot.
To explore this aspect further, Figure 9(a) shows the effect
of increasing the groove spacing, S, on the reflected intensity
profile, for a fixed focal spot FWHM of 7 µm and A =
4 µm. With increasing S the diffraction pattern becomes less
pronounced, until it disappears for values significantly above
the focal spot size. Thus the profile of the reflected light
depends on the ratio of the laser focus to the groove spacing
and it follows that by engineering the target to have specific
values of S the size of the laser focus can be determined from
the measured reflected light profile.
In all of the Huygens–Fresnel analysis above, it is assumed
that the pulse is centred on the middle of the groove spacing.
The precise position of the focus with respect to the groove
profile in an experiment is subject to the laser pointing
stability. To investigate what effect this has on this diagnostic
approach, we next vary the relative position of the laser focus
and the target structure in our model. For convenience in the
application of our model, we simply vary the phase term in
the structure, keeping the centre of the laser focus fixed at
y = 0. Figure 9(b) shows the change in reflected intensity
distribution as the defined structure is moved in phase, φ,
through π (as the structure is defined as a sin2 function)
for a focal spot of 7 µm and S = 35 µm. As the spot size
is much smaller than S, when the centre of the focal spot
moves away from the middle of the groove structure, the
reflection from the structure slope dominates, resulting in a
displacement of the central maxima in the reflected pattern.
Additional maxima are observed, skewed in one direction.
As the relative displacement is increased, the slope of the
structure changes direction resulting in the central maxima
displacement inverting. This indicates that although there
is a variation depending upon where on the structure the
focal spot is centred, the variation is predictable. When S
is reduced to 20 µm, as shown in Figure 9(c), the central
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Figure 8. Intensity distribution determined from a Huygens–Fresnel model
at a plane 1 mm from an evolved groove structure as a function of A, with
S = 5 µm and laser focal spot FWHM equal to (a) 2 µm and (b) 7 µm.
The solid lines indicate the expected first order diffraction position and the
dashed lines correspond to the results determined from the model.
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reduced by using second (or higher order) harmonic light,
which is only produced above a threshold intensity. The
approach is limited, however, to laser intensities below the
threshold for which the laser radiation pressure exceeds the
thermal plasma pressure. Above this, plasma expansion is
replaced by laser hole-boring into the target, resulting in
additional deformation of the critical density surface[34] . By
employing multiple microstructured targets with different
groove spacings, it may also be possible to determine the
actual focal spot size due to the presence or absence of
the expected diffraction structures in the specularly reflected
light. The approach could also potentially be extended by
engineering variations into the groove pattern to enable the
degree of asymmetry in the spatial-intensity distribution of
the laser focus to be determined.
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Figure 9. Intensity distribution determined from a Huygens–Fresnel model
at a plane 1 mm from an evolved groove structure as a function of S, with
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5. Summary
This study shows that by analysing the pattern of the laser
light reflected from a microstructured target it may be possible to diagnose the local plasma temperature in the intense
region of the laser focus. This approach can also potentially
be applied to determine the size of the laser focal spot
at full power. It has been verified experimentally that
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interaction with the intense laser pulse for periodic structures
to be produced in the reflected light at both ω L and 2ω L .
The plasma surface evolves over the interaction, but the
temporal window over which the expansion is probed can be
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